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Abstract

An increasing number of studies across multiple fields demonstrate an association between individuals’ built environments and their health, indicating the value of intentionally designing spaces for well-being. However, the application, accessibility, and advancement of this research remains limited. Given the emerging nature of this field, it is important to gather thought leaders in this work to obtain their insights regarding current efforts and next steps.

This qualitative study used convenience and snowball sampling to convene international experts representing multiple disciplines (n=13) to participate in four focus groups, in which they described the state of the field of health and the built environment; made recommendations for research and practice; and discussed challenges and opportunities. Subsequent thematic analysis of transcripts was iteratively conducted by an interdisciplinary, inter-institutional research team, resulting in six themes: Opportunity, Engagement, Interdisciplinarity, Research, Funding, and Recommendations. Participant priorities included the need for public and professional awareness, interdisciplinary collaboration, funding, improved research, and equitable application.

Discussions illuminated action steps and overarching directions for the field. On the whole, findings indicate that important opportunities exist to improve health and well-being outcomes through design, architecture, and the built environment, and that robust interdisciplinary processes could help ensure these opportunities are taken up to further support health and health equity.
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Introduction

An increasing number of studies across multiple fields demonstrate an association between individuals’ built environments – man-made structures where humans “live, work, worship, learn, and play” – and their health.1-4 For example, findings indicate that when environments are designed for well-being, they can decrease depression and stress, support school attendance and higher standardized test scores, improve mood and subjective well-being, and increase physical activity.8-10 More specifically, there is increasing recognition that stressors such as noise, crowding, housing type, light, and air quality in the built environment can all affect quality of life,9 and that the vitality or liveliness of a place can increase positive affect—promoting a sense of affiliation and protecting from loneliness.10 Integrating shared or public neighborhood facilities such as libraries and recreation centers has been shown to improve social connection and encourage exercise, and neighborhood designs such as garden spaces have been found to enhance one’s sense of community and improve quality of life.11-14 In fact, simply looking at photos of desirable or undesirable landscapes has been shown to influence one's anticipation of...
threat—a phenomenon linked to increased depression, anxiety, and paranoia.15,16

As understanding grows regarding the health effects of built environments, research has increasingly called for interdisciplinary collaboration to create more psychologically sustainable environments.17,18 This can be clearly seen in the emergence of neurourbanism, an interdisciplinary approach linking neuroscience, planning, public health, epidemiology, architecture, and other relevant fields.19 Similarly, neuroarchitecture and the psychophysiological study of urban stressors have developed with a goal of investigating relationships among urban architecture, density, landscapes, and the human brain.20 Meanwhile, schools, hospitals, clinics, and other community settings are increasingly considering how art, green spaces, and design choices such as biophilic strategies can improve health outcomes.21,22

Such findings suggest that, far from mere “nice-to-haves,” health-supportive environments may be essential tools, assets, and considerations in health care and public health. However, the many disciplines involved in related work (e.g., design, psychology, urban planning, architecture, education, neuroscience) vary in how they describe, conduct, and report studies.23 In addition, interdisciplinary efforts appear to be hampered by the methodological, conceptual, and structural challenges of integrating knowledge across domains.24

In response to both the promise and current challenges of improving built environments, the International Arts + Mind Lab (IAM Lab) partnered with the Academy of Neuroscience for Architecture (ANFA) in 2021 to develop the “Intentional Spaces” initiative. This project and its title reflect the idea that spaces can be intentionally designed, built, and utilized to support human health and well-being. The word “spaces” indicates the initiative’s focus on built environment and design (within the sweeping scope of environmental health), and the fact that settings under consideration may range from specific rooms to entire buildings to urban design. On the whole, this initiative aims to 1) generate truly interdisciplinary discussions regarding effects of spaces and settings on human health and well-being; and 2) optimize current knowledge while cultivating research that addresses gaps in the field. At the core of the initiative is an interinstitutional working group of scientists, architects, and designers whose careers include a focus on the health impacts of the built environment.

This qualitative study is the initiative’s foundational effort. The study convened international experts across fields of architecture, neuroscience, design, urban planning, creative placemaking, and more to identify participants’ impressions of the state of the field, elicit their recommendations for research and practice, and foster interdisciplinary discussions regarding current gaps, challenges, and opportunities. Beginning with a small-scale study that will inform and spur additional research endeavors, the aim of this work is to provide a bedrock for advancing our collective understandings and applications of spaces’ effects on health and well-being.

Methods

To begin this study, the “Intentional Spaces” working group was asked to recommend experts who are conducting innovative work at intersections of health and the built environment, with the goal of inviting them to participate in focus groups. These experts would then recommend others in their fields, resulting in a snowball sampling process. A total of 75 individuals were ultimately compiled; each was categorized by area(s) of expertise, which included Architecture, Design, Neuroscience, Visual Perception, Technology, Art History, Creative Placemaking, Neurology, Engineering, Museums, and multiple health fields. Next, to support an exchange of ideas across varied backgrounds and areas of expertise, focus groups were curated to represent multiple disciplines. Experts were then emailed an invitation to participate in virtual conversations about “intentional spaces” and ways to optimize design for positive health impacts. Those who were available to participate selected dates that worked with their schedules; this resulted in three focus groups ranging from two to six participants, and one guided interview (total n=13).

Prior to each meeting, participants were sent biographies of fellow participants to review in advance. Each discussion was led by a member of the IAM Lab, using a facilitation guide to support consistency across groups. Each group heard an introduction that provided a working definition of intentional spaces;1 described the aim of the initiative to which they were contributing, and defined key terms. The facilitator used the guide to probe experts’ views on the state of the field, strengths and opportunities, challenges, and goals and recommendations. One important question asked during the focus groups was “If you could wave a magic wand and this work would be thriving in the world (in other words, it’s in the best possible place), what would that look like?” Answers to this question provided insight on how participants defined success in the field. The moderator then proceeded to ask further questions about goals for this work, how to measure effects and outcomes, and what needs to be done to achieve success. Groups were also asked what populations and viewpoints need to be brought into the conversation to advance the work and improve equity.

Analysis

All focus group discussions were recorded, transcribed, and de-identified. Analysis was then undertaken by an interdisciplinary research team consisting of a lead researcher, research coordinator, and four researchers from multiple institutions. Only the lead researcher had been previously involved with the study (as facilitator of three focus groups); to reduce risk of bias, they did not participate in initial codebook development or analysis. Results

1Spaces of any kind or size that are intentionally designed, built, utilized, or maintained to support human health and well-being.
were analyzed using a theoretical thematic analysis consistent with steps described in Braun and Clarke. To begin, a research team member read all four transcripts and created a preliminary codebook. Team members were then paired and assigned two transcripts to code; they also added codes as necessary. Next, each pair met to review and reach consensus regarding coding choices; this resulted in a final codebook consisting of 26 unique codes. The full research team then reconvened to discuss findings across transcripts. Finally, team members created a frequency count for the codes, collectively pulled pertinent quotes to best illustrate each one, and finalized themes.

This study was approved as exempt by the Johns Hopkins Institutional Review Board and all meetings were recorded with permission.

Results

Analysis produced six themes regarding intersections of built environments with health: Opportunity, Engagement, Interdisciplinarity, Research, Funding, and Recommendations. Themes, codes, and frequency counts are documented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th># of participants</th>
<th>Participant disciplines/areas of expertise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 members</td>
<td>Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7 members</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 members</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 member</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13 members</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Total participant discipline numbers are higher than total participants because some participants represented multiple disciplines/areas of expertise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Frequency Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity</td>
<td>Opportunities/Strengths</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General State of the Field</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promising Fact/Signs</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Public Awareness</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Target Population/Stakeholders</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International/Other/Existing Models</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional Interest</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reasons for Increased Interest</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinarity</td>
<td>Need for Interdisciplinarity</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Need for Shared Language/Definitions</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Measures</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tech Examples</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Translating Research Into Practice</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research challenges</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Need for Evidence</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tech Drawbacks/Skepticism</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Examples of Effects on Health</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tech Benefits</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding</td>
<td>Funding Challenges</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Funding EIR</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations</td>
<td>Definitions of Success</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training Needs</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education Needs</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health and Design Excellence</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sustainability/Ethics</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aspects of Design</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Theme I: Opportunity

Regarding the general state of the field, thought leaders observed that significant positive changes have occurred over the last 10-15 years. At the same time, they described a lack of consistent, formalized processes, in both education and practice, for applying architecture and design toward greater health and well-being. They also noted that current efforts to examine health and the built environment tend to focus on the quality of air or water and similar environmental concerns and neglect “the conditions where people can thrive from the sense of mind health.” Current gaps were often framed as opportunities for the field.

Thought leaders also perceived value in knowing why buildings have historically been designed the way they are, and in evolving that process rather than creating something altogether new: “[W]e are not reinventing the wheel, and...there are precedents to do the things that we are trying to accomplish.”

In addition, many participants observed a positive opportunity emerging from the COVID-19 pandemic: that more people now recognize the importance of having access to spaces that can support or even optimize health. For example, thought leaders said the pandemic had increased the public’s understanding that the design of buildings and classrooms affects health and educational outcomes, with one person asserting that “design for education is one of the most important priorities in our society today.”

Theme II: Engagement

Broadly defined as the involvement of various stakeholders at intersections of design, architecture, and health, the Engagement theme encompassed the codes “public awareness,” “professional interest,” “reasons for increased interest,” “target populations/stakeholders,” and “international models.”

Public awareness: According to participating experts, a major stakeholder at intersections of design and health is the general public, whose interest was seen as necessary for generating increased demand and therefore more funding. All participants indicated optimism that the public wants spaces to be designed with health and wellness in mind; one respondent even called the public the “third piece of the puzzle”—alongside scholarship and architecture practice—in generating interest and momentum.

However, participants also observed that the public often lacks accessible information about the effects of design and the built environment on health. Some argued that the responsibility for educating the public lies with academics, architects, and other professionals in the field, who “need to make it more known that our environments affect us profoundly.” One participant stated that “our mission should be educating the public;” another said, “If people knew how impacted they were by their physical environment, they would probably want and prefer health-promoting or enriched environments...that make us feel better.” This prompted participants to ask: “How do you...get people to understand that there are other possibilities” beyond what they have come to expect or accept of their environments?

Thought leaders answered this question in three prominent ways. First, many felt that the pandemic-inspired increase in public awareness of buildings’ health effects should be leveraged to move the field forward, though they did not offer concrete suggestions for how to do so. Second, respondents praised models such as the International WELL Building Institute and the Conscious Cities Movement for using scientific knowledge and processes to ascertain users’ needs, and then meet them. For example, the WELL Building Institute certifies buildings as putting users’ health first, provides a seal that certified buildings can display, and then encourages the public to “look for the seal.” Participants argued that this can create public demand for more entities to prioritize health in their building design:

When you introduce metrics that make the human experience visible, you change the whole system. [...] If an environment is known to create positive or negative effects, because of those metrics becoming available, then the owners or commissioners of those environments become responsible and accountable for the decisions of how the design is made.

Finally, respondents stressed the importance of moving beyond the group of experts currently known to be doing this work: “[T]here’s too many of the same people in these gatherings,” a participant contended, and intentional inclusivity would advance the field.

Despite an emphasis on public engagement as a path to advancing the intersection of design and health, several respondents expressed concern regarding the low level of influence that individuals typically have over their built environments:

When you think about how much agency you have to change your environment, [it’s] very little. Can you change something on your street? Absolutely not. Sometimes you can’t even paint a wall in the house that you’ve rented. Can you change what kind of businesses...open up in your neighborhood? Can you change the way the city is planned? Can you change the way that transportation is planned? Can you change how things are zoned? No, nothing. And I think that...we are born into this world, and this is the world that we think is normal: that we have zero control over anything, aside from what we might manage to buy with a mortgage.

Professional interest: Interest in this field among students, pre-professionals, and experts in architecture and neuroscience was described as inconsistent, though participants noted...
that professional organizations like ANFA represent growing investment in collaborative work. Participants also indicated that younger people are increasingly attentive to the effects of built environments on health; one stated that “in the last five or 10 years,” interest among students and younger professionals “has been skyrocketing.”

However, focus groups also mentioned ongoing gaps between academic research and on-the-ground practice (see “Interdisciplinary Challenges”). For example, they mentioned the need to better engage scientists: “We've made some progress in educating the architects about the importance of evidence-based design, but we're not really effective at getting the neuroscience community completely engaged in this problem. There are a lot of great neuroscientists out there, but they're just not...focused on this.” Notably, the assumption that architects have been responsive to the science was complicated by other participants, who expressed the need for “visionary” or “elite” architects to become involved. They also suggested that interest among esteemed architects could be increased by educating them on the health impacts of the built environment, and by clearly indicating how the intersection of design and health could advance their careers.

**Reasons for increased interest:** Despite recognizing that professional interest must be cultivated, participants indicated they had witnessed growing interest in design for health and well-being in recent years, and speculated about why. Echoing conversations about the pandemic’s influence, several respondents suggested that multiple global events had made people more aware of how the built environment affects their health. One commented that “the whole idea of wellness” has been affected by “the fragility that we've experienced;” as a result, considerations of “how the environment makes you feel, and...creating the conditions where you can thrive and do your best thinking and your best work, seems to be radiating with people.” Another participant highlighted the impact of the Black Lives Matter movement on the built environment, saying that “everybody is beginning to...look at ecology as a bigger circle...that talks about civic health and societal health, and economics.” This individual expected that collaborative work at intersections of design and health will grow as “the younger generation [is] politicized.”

Participants also traced growing interest in design and health to the fact that community residents and decision makers increasingly value factors other than cost. One asserted that the “real costs” are the “people within [the buildings], and whatever they’re doing,” and noted that current leaders are “very interested in that.” Another elaborated on this, arguing that the “real costs” of building extend to wellbeing and health; as a result, optimizing efficiency and return on investment requires that health impacts be better integrated into design. As one person stated, “When you discuss with [CEOs and community leaders], the question is, why is it important? You know, why are we doing this? And the thing that I think they seem to get is [that] it does relate to...flourishing and the human condition, that by creating these environments...it strengthens their community.”

**Target populations/stakeholders:** In addition to discussing public awareness and professional interest, focus groups were asked who was missing from current conversations about effects of design and the built environment on health. Responses were wide-ranging, including psychologists to inform “trauma-informed practices” and how to “do no harm” in building design, as well as economists, who could potentially “do a full economic life cycle analysis of the building.” A practicing architect said they “deal with more of the CEOs or the leaders of organizations,” and that these groups should be included in conversations about the health effects of design. Another participant added that major foundations are often missing from these conversations, and the resulting lack of funder awareness ultimately limits funding for related projects. One individual noted the value of well-known figures like Bill Gates, who could easily change the conversation with their influence if they were inclined to do so.

Notably, respondents continually circled back to the importance of including affected communities in decisions about buildings and other spaces. One described a building project in their region that local governmental leaders insisted would be good for the economy. Yet the residents of the affected community repeatedly stated they did not want or need the project, and ultimately, their wishes were ignored. Other focus group members echoed this dissatisfaction with top-down approaches to design—in which a funder brings projects to a community rather than starting with the community first. They also placed emphasis on equity and power imbalances: “I think there's a question of who needs [health-supporting designs] most, right? And who needs it most are the disadvantaged because health is obviously something that the advantaged have very good access to... And so I think really, at the heart of the question is like, where is it most equitable to apply this?”

**International models:** Many study participants work internationally, providing broad perspectives of ways in which health and wellness are discussed (or not) in, for example, architecture curricula. Some commented that academic research and curricula in the U.S. typically lack international perspectives, resulting in limited awareness of initiatives and processes that are being taught, implemented, and researched around the world. One participant contended that “when it comes to research, and especially architecture and design, there is this great amount of work in East Asia, in Japan, in Scandinavia, that my students, and ... we, as architects, we rarely hear about in the U.S.”

Outside research and academia, thought leaders noted that countries appear to differ in how communities are involved in projects related to the built environment. One recounted, “In my research on Japanese architecture, I visited some villages, and I noticed that there were communities in little villages that were
Participants discussed a lack of research into the value of bringing scientists and practitioners together through research may affect their decisions and processes: "The people who were very, very different.

"were both...trying to [reach] the same goals but with methods that are different. And I think when they brought researchers and practitioners together to "contrast and compare" efforts, they noticed that the two groups were both...trying to [reach] the same goals but with methods that were very, very different." 

Responding to these challenges, participants suggested that scientists need to be more inquisitive about architects’ and communities’ lived needs and problems. Additionally, architects and other built environment practitioners need to learn how health research may affect their decisions and processes: “The people who know about science think that design is fluff. And the people who... know about design think that science is irrelevant.”

The challenges of interdisciplinarity led participants to express the value of bringing scientists and practitioners together through trainings, conferences, and opportunities for collaboration. Some went further, emphasizing that such gatherings need to provide a clear structure to guide attendees in effectively connecting and integrating their work:

I always used to compare it to a high school dance with the boys on one side and the girls on the other side and nobody really knowing what to do next... The architects gave the kinds of presentations that architects usually give... and then scientists gave the usual boring empirical talks that we often give. And there was no...mixing it up; there was no genuine discussion of, "how can we inform one another’s approaches?"

In short, participants asserted the necessity of developing events or initiatives that bring disciplines and sectors together, but cautioned that intention and effort are required to develop shared practices that lead to genuinely interdisciplinary projects that can be sustained and expanded over time.

Theme IV: Research

Within the Research theme, the following five codes were prominent across all groups: need for evidence, research challenges (i.e., reasons why evidence is lacking), measures, technology, and translating research into practice.

Need for evidence: Participants discussed a lack of research regarding intersections of health and the built environment, tracing this in part to the newness of the field. To build evidence, participants emphasized a need to conduct experiments and increase the amount of relevant literature. Some pointed out that much of the current evidence base comes from “speculations and anecdotal observations,” and that researchers and practitioners in fields such as architecture and design do not yet know “how humans actually behave” and “how they [actually] feel” in various spaces. Ultimately, they argued, “there just needs to be more peer reviewed primary research publications.” One participant hoped that in the future, “every major building project would be a research project,” and others indicated the value of continuing to measure a building’s impact throughout its life.

Research challenges: Discussions about the need for evidence were often followed by mentions of the challenges research presents, and queries regarding how it could or should be undertaken. Participants asserted that although they can measure factors such as heart rate, time spent in rooms/buildings, and satisfaction (see “Measures”), it is nearly impossible to conduct the kind of well-controlled experiments often expected in health sciences. They traced this in part to the sheer number of variables at play when it comes to the effects of the built environment on health or well-being, noting that it is impossible to identify which aspects of the design are actually creating effects unless each variable is accounted for. They further indicated that the validity of measures is an issue when attempting to quantify an experience.

Participants also saw a research barrier in the fact that architects cannot design a building purely for the purposes of experimenting...
with optimal delivery of positive health effects, because buildings are typically designed in response to clients’ stated needs. In addition, “it’s hard to do experiments in architecture, because it’s expensive. You can’t change it after you’ve done it, or at least not very easily” due to costs and other factors. Respondents also opined that architects may be hesitant to conduct experiments or try new things in their designs because it is “not only expensive to make mistakes, but there’s also liability issues, you know, they have to sign off on the building, and they could lose their certification.”

Finally, funding was raised as a challenge when conducting new research related to health and design (See “Funding” below). Participants associated funders’ lack of interest in part to the public’s lack of awareness and demand regarding buildings and spaces that promote health (see “Public Awareness”).

**Measures:** Thought leaders were asked about ways in which they or other architects and scientists have measured impacts of intentional spaces on health. They listed a number of physiological measures such as heart rate, cortisol/stress (saliva), medication use, mobile EEG, and eye tracking. Other measures included academic performance, productivity, divergent thinking, problem solving, innovation, social cohesion, perceived productivity, satisfaction, belonging, well-being, pro-sociality, cognitive development, sense of identity, and sense of place. Movement tracking and cognitive development were also discussed. It was unclear how many of these measures are currently in use by the participants or the field at large.

**Technology:** Related to measures, participants discussed benefits and drawbacks of various technologies used to collect data. They identified movement tracking as particularly helpful given that it is a non-invasive way to observe how people use a space; however, they cautioned that it cannot fully capture or explain how a space affects an individual. For example, one participant argued that efficiency and proximity are often assumed to be obvious goals:

> But if the distance from [point A to point B in a building] is longer, and somebody feels better because [that distance now provides a great view or experience], what’s the value of that back to performance? or feeling as if you’re part of an organization where you want to be there, you want to work there, you want to go there?

Similarly, virtual reality (VR) was mentioned as beneficial because, unlike physical spaces, a researcher can relatively easily change the environment for purposes of experimentation. However, participants argued that ultimately it is still a simulation and thus may not provide an accurate impression of the health effects of a physical environment.

**Translating research into practice:** Participants emphasized that the successful translation of research into practice will require research to become more accessible. One reason that participants gave for this idea is that architects are typically not scientists (see “Interdisciplinarity”); they thus may not have access to scientific journals, or they may find it difficult to cut through scientific or academic jargon. As one respondent put it, “[T]here was a huge gap between how this information was being understood and read and discussed in academic circles” versus how it was understood, read, and discussed by architects and other practitioners working in communities. This individual asserted that research needed to “be communicated in a way that the industry would understand [and] would see value in it, and take it up.”

Participants also indicated the importance of considering the needs and values of various stakeholders when designing and conducting research, including residents, architects, educators, and others. They traced failures to implement research findings in part to inadequate access to research and limited recognition of its applications across domains: “[A]ll of this research is being done to make a change in the real world. And my concern is that if there is no passion, no motivation to utilize that, then I think these are going to be just some nice papers and interesting studies, not making any change in people’s daily lives.”

**Theme V: Funding**

According to study participants, the current lack of funding for architecture, design, and health initiatives can be traced to limitations of existing funding structures. One participant argued that funding is “an issue because people don’t always know where to put people like me [a neuroscientist working in partnership with architects]. And there is no selection committee [at funding organizations] that’s going to have the right kind of expertise to evaluate my proposals.” Thought leaders asserted that grant review panels lack the interdisciplinary representation needed to adequately understand the complexities of this work. They viewed this as true across funding types and groups—whether related to health, architecture, or design. As a result, participants saw panels as unable to recognize the value of initiatives that bridge disciplines. They suggested that moving forward, review panels should be curated to include reviewers from different fields (e.g., architects, neuroscientists, cognitive scientists, planners, public health experts) who can evaluate both the health and design aspects of proposed work, and assess the value of collaborative initiatives.

Another explanation provided for the lack of funding was that the work is not viewed as “scientific or rigorous enough,” and thus “there is a need for [more] evidence-based research to support the work.” Participants agreed that evidence-based design can contribute to the rigor, validity, and demonstrated impact of the proposed work, which they recognized as necessary for obtaining funder “buy-in.” They also indicated that, because funders are gatekeepers, understanding their perceived barriers could be vital to advancing initiatives in this field: “What would make it easy for you [the funder] to say yes?”
Theme VI: Recommendations

Respondents in each group identified several recommendations to advance intersections of health and the built environment.

Definitions of success: Each focus group offered examples of how they would define “success” in this field, with the most prominent being increased support for “healthy individuals and healthy communities.” They also defined “success” as the existence of more built environments that support human flourishing, and a minimization of “the number of buildings and projects and so on that deplete human flourishing.”

Some participants said they will know the field is successful when there exists an improved, standardized process for designing buildings that reflects the ability to optimize wellness via the built environment. Others hoped to see a future in which a building’s design process was “generative;” in other words, it would be seen not as finished but as an ongoing, dynamic feature of a community—the impacts of which can be continually assessed to inform modifications. Others mentioned that success in this field would have an impact on “schools that educate our children... hospitals or health care facilities that improve the quality of treatment and recovery from disease, people who work in an environment that makes them happy, that makes them comfortable and smarter... cities that are healthier and safer.”

Focus groups also indicated that in a successful field, design teams would be “interdisciplinary” and “include consultants on environment, environmental psychology and neuroaesthetics.” Echoing the “Engagement” theme, participants also wanted to see more inclusion of communities impacted by buildings and their designs. In one respondent’s “romanticized version of the future, we’d have something a lot more equitable... What essentially, I’m talking about...is a handover of control or power in some sense to communities, who can [then] have a bigger influence on the decision making.” Respondents mentioned the ability for design to “bring people together” when “a lot of [current] design just isolates people.” Another added that architecture and design “can bring a sense of optimism and happiness...especially in these stressful, stressful lives that you’re having these days, regardless of our location...this sense of happiness is extremely important.”

Training and education: Participants perceived that a major limitation in the work of design for health is that architects are not typically trained for the “human experience,” which one respondent defined as “how design will influence the inhabitants of the built environment.” They also noted that architects are not necessarily “trained to be interdisciplinary,” but that if they were, they would have “the tools to apply this knowledge [about the health impacts of design] in the way they work, in order to influence their clients and change the profession.” Notably, one individual was critical about a more generalist, interdisciplinary education:

Of course, we like to talk about breaking disciplinary boundaries, creating interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary...and whatnot programs [but] the danger there, of course, is that we will create a dilettante who is curious to talk about all the subjects but is not capable of producing good work in any of these disciplines. This is the danger.

Despite this criticism, other experts agreed that interdisciplinary training supports students’ potential for success.

Participants also mentioned the need to incorporate health into design education. This referred not only to curricula and core competencies in schools of architecture, but also K-12 curricula. One participant contended that an emphasis on design and the built environment in K-12 could help “prevent this disciplinary segregation” by “building into young minds” the recognition of design and health as naturally connected.

Respondents additionally discussed the value of including health as a tenet of design excellence; one argued that “if we’re looking at elite architecture, we’re looking at ‘design excellence.’ We’re looking at what is award-winning architecture. [And] I don’t think we yet are considering design for health within that.” Another elaborated on this: “The more we can link our work [architecture and design] to basic changes that need to happen in the world we live in,” such as improved health, “the more successful we will be.”

Aspects of design: Participants emphasized the importance of involving multiple stakeholders, including end users, in designs. Viewing design as an ongoing process was also important to participants, one of whom asserted that “ideally, buildings would be tunable to what we need, and there would be a way to adjust and adapt and have them grow as we need them.” They said this will require a “loosening up” of the current conceptualization of buildings “being designed, being constructed, or being finished,” since research-based modifications should be expected once a building is in use. Participants also mentioned the need for design to expand the “boundary conditions” of building projects, given that health or well-being effects are influenced by broader surroundings. For example, the design of a single classroom would need to also consider “the way you got to the building.”

Sustainability and ethics: The issue of sustainability is coded with ethics because it was only discussed in tandem with the ethical responsibility to consider how the realities of climate change should affect building projects. One participant warned that “serious ethical issues about becoming an architect now,” given the detrimental climate effects of many building projects. Another asked, “What sort of buildings are we going to need in five years, 10 years with a completely different climate?”

Considering ethics beyond sustainability, participants noted that architects can be limited in their ability to attend to health effects, sustainability, or other project impacts due to the nature
of the architect-client relationship. One mentioned that architects’ clients are typically also their employers, saying, “the architect just is scared to stand up for anything, even if they believe in it, because their livelihood is really reliant on the project. As a result, the architect’s role tends to mirror the ethics of the person paying them, because “there isn’t any mechanism ... for architects to call up when, you know, bad decisions might be made.” This respondent wondered if the field of architecture could establish a kind of professional review board to consider ethical issues as they arise on the job, similar to boards that doctors or engineers have.

Issues of ethics were also threaded throughout the “Engagement” theme (above), including equitable community and stakeholder engagement and creating ways for the public (users, residents, etc.) to hold “owners or commissioners” accountable for the health effects of their environments. Ethics were also considered in relation to research regarding health effects: “I was thinking when we were talking now about evidence and impact, you know, what if you had to prove your ability to do no harm? You know, we’re talking about how to prove it does good; what if you had to prove that it does no harm?” Finally, one participant stated that working to ethically link the built environment to well-being outcomes presents

The opportunity...to bring back architecture to become an empathy-based profession, which is probably what it should aspire to. And maybe in the past, I would have said that’s how it started.

But actually, now I think differently. I think the architecture profession became a tool for control for the rich and powerful most of the time.

Discussion

While increasing studies have illuminated the effects of built environments on health and well-being, the multidisciplinary nature of the field has limited translation, application, and accessibility of research findings. Given these barriers and the emerging nature of the field, it was important to hear directly from international thought leaders who have experience applying health research to architecture, design, and placemaking.

Our initial literature review found many studies that highlight intersections of health and design. Nevertheless, multiple study participants discussed a lack of evidence-based research. This suggests that dissemination and application across disciplines is not yet robust enough to reach even those who are deeply invested in this field, such as the thought leaders in our focus groups. In other words, the siloed nature of this emerging field can be recognized in a lack of shared information and knowledge bases. Participants’ expressed desire for additional research may also indicate a need for studies that can provide models of and indications for varied, specific types of built-environment settings, needs, and potential outcomes.

Study participants generally agreed on current opportunities and promising signs, including historical shifts (such as the pandemic) that have heightened awareness of the health impacts of buildings; burgeoning interest among younger researchers and practitioners; and increasing consideration of how health research contributes to architecture and design. Throughout the study, an emphasis was placed on public engagement as an essential driver of the demand for buildings and spaces that support health. Participants were clear about existing challenges, including the difficulty of obtaining funding, developing interdisciplinary teams, and conducting rigorous research. They also discussed multiple recommendations, with priorities placed on improved public education and outreach, and opportunities for interdisciplinary work-including frameworks that move teams beyond superficial interaction to ongoing, meaningful collaboration. Participants also prioritized the need for funding structures designed for interdisciplinary projects, inclusion of health as an aspect of practitioner education and design excellence, and increased acknowledgement that buildings’ cost-benefit analyses must include the health of users and the broader community. More generally, participants offered definitions of fieldwide success which, although they did not always illuminate concrete directives, provided an overarching recommendation for where the field should head.

Throughout, several study participants emphasized that any project’s users and local communities should be meaningfully involved in decision-making, building and research processes, and the sharing of related findings. In stressing that research should generate practical change, they focused on equity—arguing that applications of scientific findings and best practices related to health and the built environment must prioritize marginalized and vulnerable populations. Thought leaders also conveyed the importance of considering and addressing climate change, linking the work of intentional spaces with broader environmental health needs.

Limitations and Future Directions

Trustworthiness in this thematic analysis was supported by an interdisciplinary, interinstitutional team; de-identification of transcripts; iterative discussions and coding rounds with peer agreement; and detailed descriptions of results. In addition, the multidisciplinary nature of curated focus groups helped ensure a range of answers informed by the many disciplines involved in work at intersections of health and the built environment. That said, potential participants were limited by the study’s sampling method; it is possible that contributions by individuals unknown by or unresponsive to the initiative might have altered findings. For example, nearly half of participants (6/13) had expertise in the field of architecture, which may have affected study results.
Regarding future directions, some research concerns may be ameliorated by increased interdisciplinary dialogue regarding study designs and research processes. For example, some study participants appeared to view the required functionality of buildings as existing in opposition to the requirements of research experimentation. Similarly, at least one study participant appeared to associate the need for experimentation in this field with the potential for architectural mistakes. However, the purpose of experimentation is often to determine, within the performance of a needed function, which practices deliver better or worse outcomes. And experimenting toward improved health outcomes would typically involve building sound structures with well-being outcomes in mind, and then testing whether (and to what extent) expected outcomes are delivered. In other words, individuals working in this field need not choose between research and functionality, or between innovation and safety.

Related, study participants focused on quantitative measures when discussing research, apparently due to an impression that these are favored by funders, policymakers, and other decision makers. However, the value of any form of evidence is highly dependent on its end user(s); varied forms of knowledge generation and data collection—ranging from digital biomarkers to community storytelling—are likely to have differential value across the many stakeholders and applications involved in this field.

These concerns reflect thought leaders’ interest in innovating, further developing the evidence base, and developing co-created efforts that deliver meaningful outcomes across disciplines, industries, and users. The reservations they expressed suggest that, if research concepts and processes are better shared and understood across interdisciplinary boundaries and experiences, we are likely to see an expansion of professional interest, research designs, and collaborative opportunities in this field.

While the current study illuminates the state of the field as well as actionable recommendations for growth, future research should examine specific built-environment initiatives in this field to better understand the circumstances under which interdisciplinary teams form, who is involved, how they collaborate, the kinds of results they generate, and how these are shared. Mechanisms of support for such endeavors (e.g., funding, education, facilitation, logistics) also suggest important sites of further study. Finally, this study’s themes related to engagement, equity, and ethics indicate the necessity of investigating how and for whom “intentional spaces” are created.

Importantly, this study informed the development of the interdisciplinary "Intentional Spaces Summit," a highly interactive, collaborative event hosted by the International Arts + Mind Lab at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. The Summit was designed to extend the inquiries and opportunities begun by the present study, and to lay groundwork for further research to inform and improve this area of practice.

Conclusion
This study gathered thought leaders at intersections of health with architecture, design, and placemaking, in order to ascertain their views on the state of the field, current gaps and opportunities, and recommendations. Six themes were identified, with participants emphasizing the need for public and professional awareness, interdisciplinary collaboration, funding, improved research, and equitable application. Discussions illuminated immediate action steps as well as overarching directions for the field. On the whole, findings indicate extensive promise in the field, while identifying several barriers and needs. They affirm that multiple opportunities exist to improve health and well-being outcomes through design, architecture, and the built environment, and that robust interdisciplinary processes could help ensure these opportunities are taken up to further support health and health equity.
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